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A more advanced development of this kind of project is
seen in the intermediate years when dolls are dressed in char-
acter. Models of character dolls might be used to illustrate
historical or geographical studies, and the pupils might be
inspired to reproduce them. No project should be a matter-
of-course one, required of all children in the group. The
interest of some children might turn them to studying the
songs, homes, or food of the people of the period being
studied. In such a case, the class might divide into groups,
each one studying and presenting to the others one phase of
the culture. Another group of children might be inspired by
the character dolls to reproduce costumes for themselves to
wear in a play. The idea is not a novel one except that such
costumes are frequently made by teachers and parents of the
children, and the experience evolved so rapidly that the chil-
dren do not gain the import of it or any satisfaction in creat-
ing a costume effect.
Children of nine years are able to assemble costumes for
their dramatizations from borrowed articles; ten-year-olds can
construct simple garments by machine if they have some help.
In each instance, a surprising amount of good taste in dress
and artistic feeling for harmony and contrasts will develop
from work with the textiles.
The urge to sew by machine may occur from the need to
make play costumes, a desire for a personal garment, or from
an interest in mastering the machine. Ten- and eleven-year-
olds can operate the sewing machine with accuracy. If ma-
chine and hand stitching are learned at the same time, the
pupil learns to judge when it is most desirable to use each
method. Pupils like to make many things of use in the school
and home, like short-cuts to the desired goal, and soon recog-
nize busy work in sewing processes. For example, the two or
three sides of a hot pan holder can be stitched by machine for
speed's sake, turned, fitted with a filler-pad, and the fourth
side overhandecL

